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INTRODUCTION

The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, and Asexual
community has made amazing strides in the modern civil rights move
ment of today.1 Although there have been gains within the LGBTQA
movement, the T referenced in LGBTQA seems to have been ignored.2
The judicial system is consistently ignoring the needs of the trans
gender community because of transphobia within our society
specifically transgender women of color. In October 2015, a female
transgender student from Temple University, Keisha Jenkins, was
robbed and murdered by five men in a residential area of North Phila
delphia.'5 The Philadelphia Police Commissioner claimed, "[i]t's a high1. Throughout the paper, I will refer to Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer,
and Asexual community as LGBTQA.
2. Sunnivie Brydum, LGBT Groups Respond to Petition Asking to 'Drop the T, Advo
cate (Nov. 6, 2015, 8:20 PM), http://www.advocate.com/transgender/2015/ll/06/lgbt-groupsrespond-petition-asking-drop-t.
3. Avianne Tan, Transgender Woman's Slaying in Philadelphia Believed to Be 20th
This Year in US, ABC News (Oct. 7, 2015, 1:31 PM), http://abcnews.go.com/US/transgenderwomans-slaying-philadelphia-believed-20th-year-us/story?id=34309856.
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risk behavior [sicl and people who engage in that type of activity are
more at risk to have something bad happen to them."4
The Philadelphia Police stated the crimes of robbery and mur
der had nothing to do with Jenkins' gender.5 The tone of the statement
reeks of victim blaming, which is prevalent within minority communi
ties. The underlying rationale was Ms. Jenkins should have been
aware of the risk that she could be murdered because of her profession.
In response to such victim blaming, Nellie Fitzpatrick, the LGBTQA
liaison to the Mayor of Philadelphia,6 stated, "[njobody's life is less be
cause of who they are, how they died, or where they were.'"7
Just months earlier in May of 2015, London Chanel, another
transgender woman, was allegedly stabbed in the neck and back by her
roommate.8 The Philadelphia police did not think that Chanel's mur
der was connected to her gender identity, but rather a domestic dispute
between two roommates.9 London Chanel10 and Keisha Jenkins were
the first and second transgender women murdered in Philadelphia,11
but Ms. Jenkins was also the twentieth transgender woman to be mur
dered nationwide.12 In 2015, there were nineteen American
transgender women of color who were murdered.13
These developments beg a question that deserves an answer: Is
the United States'judicial system failing transgender women? The an
swer is, absolutely. There seems to be a problem with American society
failing to recognize the humanity of transgender women. For example,
4. Police: Logan Murder Likely Not a Hate Crime, WPVI-TV (Oct. 7, 2015), http://6abc
.com/news/police-logan-murder-likely-not-a-hate-crime/1020055/ [hereinafter Not a Hate
Crime).
5. Id.
6. At the time of this event, the Mayor of Philadelphia was Michael A. Nutter. Mr.
Nutter served as Mayor of Philadelphia until January 2016. Nutter, Michael, ENCYCLOPEDIA
.COM, https://www.encyclopedia.com/education/news-wires-white-papers-and-books/nuttermichael (last visited Mar. 5, 2018).
7. Aubrey Whelan, Man Charged in Slaying of Transgender Woman, The Inquirer:
Daily News philly.com (Oct.13, 2015, 1:08 AM), http://www.philly.com/philly/news/201510
13_Man_charged__in_slaying_of_transgender woman.html.
8. Nicole Hensley, Roommate Arrested in Killing of Philly Trans Woman, NY Daily
News (May 20, 2015, 11:42 AM), http://www.nydailynews.com/news/crime/roommate-arres
ted-killing-philly-trans-woman-article-1.2229235.
9. Mitch Kellaway, Philadelphia Man Charged with Murder of Trans Woman London
Chanel, Advocate (May 20, 2015, 3:12 PM), http://www.advocate.com/crime/2015/05/20/phila
delphia-man-charged-murder-trans-woman-london-chanel.
10. Friends Speak Out About Slain Transgender Woman, NBC 10 (Oct. 9, 2015, 6:45
AM) http://www.nbcphiladelphia.com/news/local/Transgender-Woman-Shooting-DeathPhiladelphia-330944232.html.
11. Id.
12. Tan, supra note 3.
13. Brydum, supra note 2.
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Keisha Jenkins' family consistently mis-gendered her by calling her
"him" and by her former name, "Stephen."14
The larger issue is that the legal system, which is intended to
serve and protect, falls short when it fails to require investigation into
whether these murders should be classified as hate crimes. Nellie Fitzpatrick, Philadelphia's LGBTQA liaison for Mayor Nutter, stated,
[t]he violence against the trans community, specifically trans wo
men of colour [sic], is an absolute, widespread national problem. ...
'And the problem isn't solved by solving each homicide after it hap
pens. The solution is in our society — making sure that any level of
stigma or lack of access is completely eliminated for everyone.'15

This paper will discuss the rise of the transgender civil rights
movement, the problems in the judicial system, and the rights that
should be afforded to transgender women. In part one, I will address
the LGBTQA civil rights movement led by transgender women. In part
two, I will address the transphobia in the prison system. In part three,
I will address the lack of visibility of black transgender issues in the
current black civil rights movement. In the fourth part, I will address
whether there should be certain fundamental rights given to trans
gender women. In the fifth part of this paper, I will address the lack of
adequate health care for transgender women. Lastly, I will address dis
criminatory housing practices towards transgender women.
I. THE START OF THE LGBTQA CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT LED
BY TRANSGENDER WOMEN

According to journalist Claire-Renee Kohner, the first pride
month started with a bisexual woman and a transgender woman, one
of whom was involved with the Stonewall movement.16 Kohner credits
transgender women for bringing visibility to the LGBTQA commu
nity.17 The three movements that have become the focal point for the
LGBTQA movement are the Cooper's Donuts "Riots," Compton Cafete14. Tan, supra note 3.
15. Ian Horswill, Keisha Jenkins Becomes At Least Twentieth Transgender Woman
Killed in US in 2015, News Corp Australian Network (Oct. 8, 2015, 7:52 PM), http://www
.news.com.au/world/keisha-jenkins-becomes-at-least-twentieth-transgender-woman-killedin-us-in-2015/story-fndir2ev-1227562059767.
16. Claire-Renee Kohner, Pride Month Started with Transgender People, And Trans
gender Progress Needs to Be A Focus Of The Events, Bustle (June 17, 2015), http://www
.bustle.com/articles/87988-pride-month-started-with-transgender-people-and-transgenderprogress-needs-to-be-a-focus-of-the.
17. Id.
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ria "Riots," and Stonewall Inn "Riots."18 Though the first modern day
LGBTQA resistance is thought to be the Stonewall Movement, the first
documented transgender resistance was actually the Cooper's Donuts
Movement.19 Cooper's Donuts was a place in downtown Los Angeles,
California where members of the LGBTQA frequented.20 On the par
ticular history-making occasion, in May of 1959, police started
arresting members of the LGBTQA for simply congregating in the
cafe.21 As the police started arresting individuals, transgender women
and others started throwing donuts and other items at the police.22
The police then came with back up, which instigated an uprising that
closed down Main Street for a day.23
Several years later, in 1966, drag queens and transgender wo
men were arrested in Compton's Diner in San Francisco, California,
where drag queens and transgender women met to ensure that other
members of their community were safe - that they were not arrested
and successfully survived the drugs that they had taken after a night
of sex work.24 Compton's management did not like the fact that drag
queens and transgender women frequented the establishment, and
routinely removed them from the diner.25 On this particular day in
1966, police came to the diner to routinely remove the transgender wo
men and drag queens, and a police officer grabbed a transgender
woman by her arm to pull her out of the establishment.26 In reaction to
the police officer's brutality, the transgender woman threw a hot cup of
coffee at him.27 A small uprising ensued that later spilled into the

18. The use of quotation marks around the word riot signifies that whenever there is
resistance, uprising, or protest brought on by an oppressed group, history always paints it
as a riot.
19. Evan Moffit, 10 Years Before Stonewall, There Was the Cooper's Donuts Riot, Out
(May 31, 2015, 1:40 AM), http://www.out.eom/today-gay-history/2015/5/31/today-gay-history
-10-years-stonewall-there-was-coopers-donuts-riot.
20. Daniel Villarreal, Before Stonewall, There Was the Cooper's Donuts and Compton's
Cafeteria Riots, QUEERTY (Oct. 7, 2011, 1:10 PM), http://www.queerty.com/before-stonewallthere-was-the-coopers-donuts-and-comptons-cafeteria-riots-20111007/2.
21. Moffitt, supra note 19.
22. Id.
23. Id.
24. Nicole Pasulka, Ladies in the Streets: Before Stonewall, Transgender Uprising
(. hanged Lives, NPR (May 5, 2015, 4:52 PM), http://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2015/
05/05/404459634/ladies-in-the-streets-before-stonewall-transgender-uprising-changed-

lives.
25.
26.
27.

ID.
ID.
ID.
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streets, where transgender women and drag queens fought back by
trashing police vehicles and burning newsstands.28
Three years later, in New York, the monumental Stonewall Riot
occurred.29 Stonewall Inn was only one of a couple of bars that allowed
the LGBTQA community in without police harassment, because the
bar allegedly had Mafia ties.30 On June 28, 1969, police raided the
Stonewall Inn to arrest and harass transgender individuals and drag
queens.31 The state of New York used the fact that LGBTQA bars were
"disorderly houses" as an excuse to not serve the community and to
raid the bars.32
Marsha P. Johnson, a black transgender woman at the bar, is
the person alleged to have started the resistance and allegedly threw a
brick at the police.33 Sylvia Rivera, a Puerto Rican drag queen also
present at the bar, is alleged to have yelled "[fit's the revolution!"34 The
Stonewall Movement, which lasted several days, is known to be the
monumental start of the LGBTQA movement.35 The transgender com
munity, especially transgender women of color, are often left out of
conversations discussing police brutality, hate crimes, and civil rights.
It was not until the year 2000 that the transgender community flew its
first flag.36 Monica Helms, the person who flew the flag, described the
details of the flag:
The stripes at the top and bottom are light blue, the traditional
color for baby boys. The stripes next to them are pink, the tradi
tional color for baby girls. The stripe in the middle is white, for
those who are intersex, transitioning, or consider themselves hav
ing a neutral or undefined gender. The pattern is such that no
matter which way you fly it, it is always correct, signifying us find
ing correctness in our lives.37

28. Pasulka, supra note 24.
29. See 1969: The Stonewall Riots Begin, HISTORY, http://www.history.com/this-day-inhistory/the-stonewall-riot (last visited Apr. 1, 2017).
30. Jamilah King, Meet the Trans V^omen of Color Who Helped Put Stonewall on the
Map, Mic (June 25, 2015), http://mic.com/articles/121256/meet-marsha-p-johnson-and-syl
via-rivera-transgender-stonewall-veterans.
31. Id.
32. Why Did the Mafia Own the Bar, PBS, http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/stonewall-why-did-mafia-own-bar/(last visited Dec. 11, 2017).
33. See BHM Heroes: Marsha P. Johnson, BLACK REVOLUTIONARY THEATRE WORKSHOP
(Feb. 27, 2015), https://blackrevolutionarytheatreworkshop.wordpress.com/2016/02/27/bhmheroes-marsha-p-johnson/.
34. King, supra note 30.
35. Id.
36. Kohner, supra note 16.
37. Id.
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THE PRISON SYSTEM AND TRANSPHOBIA

Medically, gender identity disorder is a term used to define in
dividuals who are "cruelly imprisoned within a body incompatible with
their gender identity."!s Modernly, the medical community now defines
individuals who identify as transgender as being "gender dysphoric."39
However, the transgender community does not recognize their identity
as an illness so, to remove the stigma created by the medical commu
nity, individuals went from calling themselves transsexual to
transgender to acknowledge that there is nothing wrong with their
identity.40
The replacement of sexual with gender was to direct the trans
gender community to deeply examine the definition of gender and to
reject the medical definition with its combined focus on sex and gen
der.41 Though the medical community made strides in recognizing that
being transgender is not an illness, the courts are reluctant to follow
suit.
In 2002, a transgender teen girl, just seventeen years of age,
was brutally beaten and murdered at a house party.42 At the murder
trial, the defendant argued homosexual panic as a defense, which is
defined as an "uncontrollable, violent reaction by a latently homosex
ual defendant to a verbal or physical signal from the victim."43 The
defendant thus attempted to show that he lost the ability to distin
guish right from wrong when exposed to the teen's "illness," or
homosexuality.41 Unfortunately, the courts have often used "homosex
ual panic" as a provocation or heat of passion defense.45
There is a lingering problem of getting transgender murder
cases defined as hate crimes, because the media and police will often
inaccurately assign a gender to transgender women and men.46 Keisha
Jenkins family has said that she was just a man dressed up as a wo38. Darren Rosenblum, "Trapped" in Sing Sing: Transgendered Prisoners Caught in
the Gender Binarism, 6 MICH. J. GENDER & L. 499, 506 (2000).
39. Id.
40. Id. at 507.
41. Id. at 507-08.
42' ,4)av'^ k- Annicchiarico, Note, Consistency, Integrity, and Equal Justice: A Proposal
to Rid California Law of the LGBT Panic Defense, 5 DUKEMINIER AWARDS 121 (2006).
43. Id. at 125.
44. Id.
45. Id. at 125-26.

46. See generally Tan, supra note 3; Mitch Kellaway & Sunnivie Brown, The 21 Trans
Women Killed in 2015, ADVOCATE (July 27, 2015, 5:00 AM), http://www.advocate.com/transgender/2015/07/27/these-are-trans-women-killed-so-far-us-2015.
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man.47 Other transgendpr women who have been murdered this year,
have also fallen to the same fate of being mis-gendered.48 Labeling
transgender women is one of the major issues within the judicial sys
tem today. Prisons have been reluctant to properly assign transgender
women to women prisons.49As portrayed on Netflix's original show, Or
ange is the New Black, transgender women are often met with hostility
and violence in prison, and thereafter placed in solitary confinement
for their own protection.50 These inmates are often denied hormone
medication, which disrupts their ability to transition smoothly.51 The
denial of hormone treatment prompted a transgender woman to file a
law suit against the state of Georgia, arguing that her Eighth Amend
ment rights were violated when the state decided to deny her hormone
therapy.52
In support of Diamond and other transgender individuals, the
Department of Justice released a statement saying:
Prison officials have the obligation to assess and treat gender
dysphoria just as they would any other medical or mental health
condition. Freeze-frame policies can have serious consequences to
the health and well-being of transgender prisoners, who are among
the most vulnerable populations incarcerated in our nation's pris
ons and jails.53
By denying the right to hormone therapy, it gives the police officers
that believe in gender normality the authority to place transgender wo
men and men in the "correct" prison and have power over their gender
identity.54
47. Tan, supra note 3.
48. See e.g. Kellaway & Brown, supra, note 46. Keysha Blige was mis-gendered as a
male victim who was shot in her car and Jasmine Collins' gender was not accurately an
nounced until three months after her murder. Id.
49. Deborah Sontag, Transgender Woman Cites Attacks and Abuse in Men's Prison,
N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 5, 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/06/us/ashley-diamond-transgender-inmate-cites-attacks-and-abuse-in-mens-prison.html.
50. Tammy Nelson, Being Transgender in Prison, HUFFINGTON POST (Oct. 19, 2015,
5:21 PM), http://www.huftingtonpost.com/tammy-nelson-phd/being-transgender-in-pris_b_
8333458.html.
51. Elton John & Michael Stipe, The Silence on Abuse of Transgender Inmates in US
Prisons Is Deafening, GUARDIAN (Apr. 14, 2015, 10:31 EDT), http://www.theguardian.com/
commentisfree/2015/apr/14/silence-abuse-transgender-inmates—us-prisons-is-deafening.
52. Diamond v. Owens, F. Supp.3d 1346, 1353 (M.D. Ga. 2015).
53. Matt Apuzzo, Transgender Inmate's Hormone Treatment Lawsuit Gets Justice
Dept. Backing, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 3, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/04/us/ashley-dia
mond-transgender-hormone-lawsuit.html?module=ArrowsNav&contentCollection=U.S.&
action=keypress&region=FixedLeft&pgtype=article.
54. See generally Oliver Libaw, Prisons Face Dilemma with Transgender Inmates, ABC
NEWS (Jan. 22, 2015), http://abcnews.go.com/US/story?id=90919&page=l.
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By putting these policies in place, transgender women and men
are subject to rape and harassment.55 "[TJransgender women in male
prisons are thirteen times more likely than the general prison popula
tion to be sexually assaulted while incarcerated. Nearly two-thirds of
transgender inmates report sexual assault.56 And often, assaults go
unreported in part because the perpetrators are prison guards, war
dens, and staff."57 The only way for transgender women to escape some
of the abuse is to have begun hormone therapy prior to incarceration.58
However, this solution ultimately creates a class problem because
some transgender women cannot afford hormone treatments prior to
being incarcerated.59
Some states have a policy that to receive hormone treatment,
the women will have to show that they have been already going
through hormone treatment prior to arriving at the prison.60 In trying
to correct the problem, California has become the frontrunner for a
new policy of paying for the sexual reassignment surgery for inmates.61
California is the only state taking the steps to create a safe space for
transgender women.62 In San Francisco, transgender women can now
be placed in programs that will put them into female prisons 63 By al
lowing transgender inmates to identify themselves and pick the
prisons they belong to, this option now gives them a degree of power
over their sentences, instead of being oppressed in a system that is
known for being wildly transphobic.
Though progressive and needed, this more progressive policy
just puts a bandage on the issue at hand. California is a state that
assigns transgender individuals to their gender at birth; instead of the
gender with which they identify.64 This still assigns authority to cisgender individuals to make decisions for those that are transgender,
55. John & Stipe, supra note 51.
56. Id.
57. Id.
58. Libaw, supra note 54.
59. Alyssa Jackson, The High Cost of Being Transgender, CNN (July 31, 2015), http://
www.cnn.com/2015/07/31/health/transgender-costs-irpt/index.html.
60. Elliot Oberholtzer, The dismal state of transgender incarceration policies, PRISON
POL'Y INITIATIVE (NOV. 8, 2017), https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2017/LL/08/transgender/.
61. Maureen Cavanaugh et al., Transgender in Prison: How California's New Guide
lines Will Be Implemented, KPBS (Oct. 26, 2015), http://www.kpbs.org/news/2015/oct/26/
transgender-prison-how-californias-new-guidelines-/.
62. Trudy Ring, S.F. Announces Jail Integration Plan for Trans Women, ADVOCATK
(Sept. 13, 2015, 3:07 PM), http://www.advocate.eom/transgender/2015/9/13/sf-announceS"
jail-integration-plan-trans-women.
63. Id.
64. Id.
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instead of dealing with the problematic issues that involve: not sending
inmates to the prison of the gender they identify with; ineffectively ad
dressing sexual violence and harassment against transgender women
in prisons; and punishing transgender women who have themselves
been assaulted, simply for being who they are, with solitary confine
ment.65 A transgender woman was awarded five-thousand dollars in
damages after having her rights violated in a Maryland prison 66 After
being put into solitary confinement because of her identity, she was
sexually harassed by guards while she showered and was often told to
commit suicide.67 Because of this case, Maryland prisons now have a
policy governing how they treat transgender women68 Moreover,
transgender women can now choose which gendered officer can search
them.69 Likewise, in Pennsylvania, it is now policy that guards cannot
send a transgender inmate to solitary confinement simply based off the
fact that they are transgender.70
When considering the frequent violations of transgender wo
men's constitutional rights, the high influx of transgender women of
color in the justice system, and the ever-present numbers of LGBTQA
juveniles in the system, we are obliged to ask whether our system is
working equitably. The answer is that it is not. If society cannot ac
knowledge the humanity in these women, how do we expect the
judicial system to treat these women as human?
Transphobia within the prison system disproportionately af
fects transgender individuals of color because of the higher rates of
minorities in prison.71 In 2014, a study by the National Center for
Transgender Equality and the National LGBTQ Task Force released a
study on ethnic and national disparities of transgender women in

65. Sunnivie Brydum, A Grim Reminder: Solitary Confinement Is Deadly for Trans
Folks, ADVOCATE (Aug. 18, 2016), https://www.advocate.com/transgender/2016/8/18/grim-reminder-solitary-confinement-deadly-trans-folks.
66. Cleis Albeni, Trans Woman Wins Landmark Ruling Against Maryland Prisons, AD
VOCATE (Sept. 25, 2015, 4:47 PM), http://www.advocate.com/2015/9/25/transgender-womanwins-landmark-ruling-against-maryland-prisons.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Elizabeth Daley, Pennsylvania Improving Policies for Housing Trans Prisoners, AD
VOCATE (Sept. 23, 2015, 3:49 PM), http://www.advocate.eom/transgender/2015/9/23/pennsyl
vania-improving-policies-housing-transgender-prisoners.
71. Mike Spies, What It's Like to Be a Transgender Woman In a Max-Security Prison,
VOCATIV (Apr. 8, 2015, 12:50 PM), http://www.vocativ.com/underworld/crime/what-its-liketo-be-a-transgender-woman-in-a-max-security-prison/.
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prison.72 It was determined that from a sample size of 3,878 transgender women, only nineteen percent have ever been incarcerated.73
Of that nineteen percent, forty-seven percent of the transgender wo
men who have been incarcerated were transgender women of color.74
Of those women, forty-seven percent stated that they have been abused
and mistreated in prison.75 Dr. Reisner concluded:
The disproportionate prevalence of incarceration among trans
gender women, especially those of color, is ultimately the product of
larger issues of social marginalization and the intersectionality of
racism, transphobia, sex-ism, and classism. Any system that en
forces strict gender segregation will push transgender people to the
margins . . . ,76
This disparity is part of society's problem in the negative or non-recog
nition of transgender women of color, attributable to institutionalized
racism, strict gender norms, and the lack of intersectionality in femi
nist perspectives.
The rates of incarceration of transgender juveniles of color do
not differ from the disproportionately higher rates of adult transgender
women of color in the adult prison system.77 Of the 300,000 minors
that are imprisoned, sixty percent are Hispanic and Black.78 Though
the LGBTQA community makes up only about seven percent of the mi
nor-aged national population, they are at the highest fifteen percent of
the population in juvenile prisons.79 The study attributes harsh school
suspensions and overall racial and sexual bias to the high number of
incarcerated LGBTQA individuals of color.80

72. Sari L. Reisner et al., Racial / Ethnic Disparities in History of Incarceration, Exper
iences of Victimization, and Associated Health Indicators Among Transgender Women in the
U.S., 54 WOMEN & HEALTH 750 (2014), http://europepmc.org/articles/PMC5441521asession

id=lB92BF5A487AD41ACF4349712E406966.
73. Id.
74. Id. at 751.
75. Id..
76. Id. at 764.
77. Jerome Hunt & Aisha Moodie-Mills, The Unfair Criminalization of Gay and Trans
gender Youth, CTR. FOR AM. PROGRESS. (June 29, 2012, 9:00 AM.), https://www.americanpro
gress.org/issues/lgbt/report/2012/06/29/11730/the-unfair-criminalization-of-gay-and-trans
gender-youth/.
78. Id.
79. Id.
80. Id.
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SAY HER NAME: THE ERASURE OF BLACK TRANS-WOMEN FROM
THE "BLACK LIVES MATTER" MOVEMENT

Black Lives Matter is an organization that was started by three
women: Opal Tometi, Alicia Garza, and Patrisse Cullors.81 The women
established the movement after George Zimmerman was acquitted in
the killing of a Black male, Trayvon Martin.82 The creators of Black
Lives Matter had as their goal to bring attention to the basic human
and civil rights that Blacks are denied because of systematic racism 83
The creators stated that the movement was also established to make
sure that
It goes beyond the narrow nationalism that can be prevalent within
some Black communities, which merely call on Black people to love
Black, live Black and buy Black, keeping straight cis Black men in
the front of the movement while our sisters, queer and trans and
disabled folk take up roles in the background or not at all. Black
Lives Matter affirms the lives of Black queer and trans folks, dis
abled folks, Black-undocumented folks, folks with records, women
and all Black lives along the gender spectrum. It centers those that
have been marginalized within Black liberation movements. It is a
tactic to (re)build the Black liberation movement.84

While Black Lives Matter was formed to highlight and protest
the disenfranchisement of all Blacks, the movement somehow became
extremely focused on men.85 How is it that a movement created by
Black women make Black women invisible when it comes to their civil
rights?86 MSNBC stated it perfectly when they asked, "Which #BlackLivesMatter?"87 There has been an ongoing cry from Black women for
Black men to become involved in the protests that are specifically
about Black women.88 The movement has become inherently miso81. Alicia Garza, Herstory, BLACK LIVES MATTER (Oct. 7, 2014), http^/blacklivesmatter
.com/herstory/.
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. This is an ongoing epidemic within the black community. Women who were in
volved in the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950-1970s are forgotten while the men are
remembered.
87. Emma Margolin, Which ttBlackLivesMatter? The Killings No One's Talking About,
MSNBC (Feb. 2, 2015, 1:56 PM), http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/which-blacklivesmatter-thekillings-no-ones-talking-about.
88. Josh Kruger, USayHerName Protest Exposes Tension Among Philly Activists, MYCITYPAPER (July 27, 2015), http://mycitypaper.com/philly-sayhername-protest-exposes-fis
sures-in-activist-community-calls-for-feminism-and-intersectionality/.
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gynistic, homophobic, and transphobic.89 The irony in the misogyny of
the movement is that the organization was created by three black wo
men in the LGBT community, whose goal was to also bring to the
forefront the disenfranchisement of Blacks in the LGBTQA
community.90
With the increasing invisibility of Black women in the Black
Lives Matter movement, transgender women are becoming even more
invisible because of the Black community's bias against Black mem
bers in the LGBTQA community. The brutal murders of eighteen Black
transgender women and the suicides of Black transgender individuals
have fallen on cisgender deaf ears.91 Transgender women of color
make up to just five percent of the national population.92 Transgender
people of color face higher levels of homelessness, higher rates of HIV/
AIDS, poverty, hate crimes, and police brutality than their en
gendered counterparts.98 Some are even unjustly profiled as sex work
ers or drug addicts.94
With all that is happening to Black Trans-Women, not one of
their deaths has ever received national attention like the deaths of
Trayvon Martin, Mike Brown, or Tamar Rice.95 The creator of Trans
Women of Color Collective, Lourdes Ashley Hunter, stated:
I think the black community needs to acknowledge the fact that
they are being completely silent about the murders that have been
happening in our community. Just last year, 12 trans women of
color were murdered with no response from the black community.
When folks scream, 'Black Lives Matter,' they're not talking about
black trans women. Most of the time, they're not even talking about
[cis] black women.96

How is it that Black men can watch Black women from all com
munities sit on the front lines for them, but rarely show up when

89. Kruger, supra note 88.
90. Garza, supra note 81.
91. Terrell Starr, Violence Against Black Transgender Women Goes Largely Ignored,
ROOT (Jan. 23, 2015, 3:00 AM), http://www.theroot.com/violence-against-black-transgenderwomen-goes-largely-i-1790858545.
92. Margolin, supra note 87.
93. Id.
94. Princess Rodriguez, Whose Lives Matter? Trans Women of Color and Police Vio
lence, BGD (Dec. 9, 2014), https://www.bgdblog.org/2014/12/whose-lives-matter-trans-wo
men-color-police-violence/.
95. Margolin, supra note 87.
96. Starr, supra note 91.
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needed for the attention of cis-gender and LGBTQA women?97 Religion
seems to be a significant factor that obstructs the increasing accept
ance by the Black community of any issue that is not cis-gender.9H
There are a number of misogynistic themes that are in place in Black
Christian denominations that have oppressive effects on women and
anyone who does not identify as straight.
There has been an additional organization, Say Her Name, that
in conjunction with Black Lives Matter, works to keep Black women's
names in the media concerning Black Lives Matter and police brutality
that they face 99 Trans Women of Color Collective and Black Lives
Matter creators have teamed up to encourage the Black community to
recognize the humanity of transgender women and to be extremely vo
cal for the enfranchisement of Black women who the Black [male]
community has conveniently and inherently rendered as invisible.100
For Black Lives Matter to truly be effective, Black men must pay at
tention to the Black women who also are harmed by a system of
institutionalized racism. Cis-gender Black men and women must also
listen to the stories and the voices of transgender women and men who
are silenced by misogyny and oppressive gender norms.
Everyone remembers the death of Leelah Alcorn. The cast of
Transparent who won an Emmy and Golden Globe also remembered
Leelah Alcorn by dedicating their award to Leelah Alcorn.101 But who
will take care of the Black transgender teens like Blake Brockington
who committed suicide because our community is failing the Black
LGBTQA community?102
IV.

SHOULD THIS BE A RIGHT?

The Fourteenth Amendment has set forth that no state shall
deprive an individual to life, liberty, and property without due pro97. Perry Stein, Black Lives Matter Organizers Hold Rally in D.C. for Black Trans
Women, WASH. POST (Aug. 25, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/local/wp/2015/
08/25/black-lives-matter-organizers-hold-rally-in-d-c-for-black-trans-women/.
98. Starr, supra note 91.
99. Amanda Sakuma, The Time Has Come To 'Say Her Name', MSNBC (Aug. 5, 2015,
10:29 PM), http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/the-time-has-come-say-her-name.
100. Starr, supra note 91.
101. J. Bryan Lowder, Jill Soloway Dedicates the Transparent Golden Globes Win to
Leelah Alcorn, SLATE MAGAZINE (Jan. 11, 2015, 9:22 PM), http://www.slate.com/blogs/outward/2015/01/1 l/transparent_golden_globe_win_dedica ted_to_leelah_alcorn.html.
102. Mitch Kellaway, Trans Teen Activist, Former Homecoming King, Dies in Charlotte,
N.C., ADVOCATE (Mar. 23, 2015, 3:22 PM), http://www.advocate.com/obituaries/2015/03/24/
trans-teen-activist-homecoming-king-dies.
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cess.103 The Fifth Amendment has set forth that on a federal level, an
individual shall not be deprived of life, liberty, and property without
due process.104 There are certain rights that are inalienable by being
an American through these Amendments and the Bill of Rights.
Though the law is progressive, it has not progressed far enough to in
clude basic rights to which transgender individuals should be entitled
to.
The Supreme Court has often used rational basis when discuss
ing any type of rights that may be restricted by the state or federal
government, because the LGBTQA community is not a suspect class.105
There have been states that have fully recognized the LGBTQA com
munity as a suspect class.100 By the Supreme Court not recognizing the
LGBTQA community as a suspect class, they are failing this group.107
A suspect class is generally a group of individuals who have
been "saddled with such disabilities, or subjected to such a history of
purposeful unequal treatment, or relegated to such a position of politi
cal powerlessness as to command extraordinary protection from the
majoritarian political process.'108 The LGBTQA community as a whole
has been subjected to historical purposeful unequal treatment by not
being allowed to identify as a third gender, to still be receiving inade
quate medical treatment, and only just recently being able to marry.
The United States judicial system is incredibly behind other countries
when it comes to asserting rights of transgender individuals.109
A. Transgender Acceptance Using Cis-Gender Bathrooms
One of the prominent issues currently being debated by politi
cians aspiring to become the next president is whether or not
transgender individuals should be allowed to use the bathroom of the
gender with which they identify.110 There have been states that have
vowed to make laws banning transgender individuals from using the
103. U.S. CONST, amend. XIV.
104. U.S. CONST, amend. V.
105. See Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620 (1996).
106. Editha Rosario, Comment, Making It Better Now: Working Toward Substantive
Equality for LGBTQ Youth., 22 TUL. J.L. & SEXUALITY 147, 151 (2013).
107. Suspect class is usually race, alienage, religion, etc.
108. Mass. Bd. of Ret. v. Murgia, 427 U.S. 307, 313 (1976).
109. Valentine Pasquesoone, 7 Countries Giving Transgender People Fundamental
Rights the U.S. Still Won't, IDKNTITIES.MIC (Apr. 9, 2014), http://mic.com/articles/87149/7countries-giving-transgender-people-fundamental-rights-the-u-s-still-won-t#.PuEFAAwlN.
110. Sunnivie Brydum, Ben Carson 'Absolutely' Wants Separate Bathrooms for Trans
People, ADVOCATE (NOV. 5, 2015, 2:28 PM), http://www.advocate.com/election/2015/ll/05/
watch-ben-carson-absolutely-wants-separate-bathrooms-trans-people.
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bathroom that they identify with.111 Some states have actually taken
the initiative to establish gender neutral bathrooms.112 When women
have been arrested for using the bathroom or have been kicked out of
school for using a bathroom, isn't it time for the Supreme Court to seri
ously look into whether a transgender person using the bathroom of
their gender identity is a right?111
Cis-gender individuals have made the argument that sharing a
bathroom with someone who is transgender infringes upon their right
to privacy.114 The hate tactics of transphobic individuals have gener
ated this fear in cis-gender individuals that someone whom is
transgender will harass them in the bathrooms.1 ir'
Transgender individuals should have a right to privacy to use a
public bathroom without states passing legislation barring them from
using a bathroom of the gender that they identify with.1"' Even if the
argument would fail on the right to privacy, these bills are still dis
criminatory on its face. The states have no legitimate governmental
purpose for proposing these bills except to be discriminatory.11'
A transgender woman whose driver's license and social security
identify her as female- should not be pulled from her college class and
instructed that she can only use the bathroom in the storage room,
rather than the several women bathrooms on campus.118 A trans
gender woman should not be harassed by six security guards after
using the women's bathroom and subsequently told that she will be
111. Amanda Gutterman, Florida Law Would Make It a Crime for Transgender People
to Use Public Bathrooms, HUFFPOST (Feb. 9, 2015, 2:32 PM), http://www.huffLngtonpost
.com/2015/02/09/florida-transgender-bathroom-law_n_6645910.html.
112. Cleis Abeni, Gender-Neutral Bathroom Bill Gives Philly Trans Folk Hope, ADVO
CATE (Sept. 11, 2015, 6:01 PM), http://www.advocate.eom/2015/9/ll/gender-neutral-bath
room-bill-gives-philly-trans-folk-hope.
113. Diane Anderson-Minshall, Trans Girl Suspended from High School for Using Bath
room, ADVOCATE (NOV. 10, 2015, 1:50 PM), http://www.advocate.com/news/daily-news/2011/
11/10/trans-girl-suspended-high-school-using-bathroom).
114. Paul Heroux, Transgender Rights and Public Bathrooms, HUFFPOST (Oct. 12, 2015,
5:05 PM), http://www.hufHngtonpost.com/paul-heroux/transgendered-rights—pub_b_82821
14.html (last visited Apr. 3, 2016).
115. Michelle Garcia, False Reports of Trans Bathroom Harassment Circulate, ADVO
CATE (Oct. 16, 2015, 12:47 PM), http://www.advocate.com/politics/transgender/2013/10/16/
false-reports-trans-bathroom-harassment-circulate.
116. Sunnivie Brydum, Arizona Lawmakers Keep Pushing for Anti-trans Bathroom Bill,
ADVOCATE (Mar. 28, 2013, 2:21 PM), http://www.advocate.com/politics/transgender/2013/03/
28/arizona-lawmakers-keep-pushing-anti-trans-bathroom-bill.
117. Id.
118. Sunnivie Brydum, ACLU Backs Trans Nursing Student Told to Use Bathroom In
Storage Closet, ADVOCATE (Aug. 26, 2013, 4:53 PM), http://www.advocate.com/politics/transgender/2013/08/26/aclu-backs-trans-nursing-student-told-use-bathroom-storage-closet.
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suspended but reenrolled only if she agrees to only use the gender neu
tral bathrooms exclusively and not the women's bathroom.119There
should not be a need for a transgender woman to create an app called
"Refuge Bathrooms" to avoid the harassment she typically experiences
from people who are not transgender.120 It is time for the United States
judicial system to take notice of these practices that intentionally ex
clude transgender individuals from performing a basic human function
in public areas. Numerous countries, such as Thailand, have adopted
transgender bathrooms in schools after acknowledging a large popula
tion of students who consider themselves to be transgender.121
V.

ADEQUATE HEALTH CARE FOR TRANSGENDER WOMEN

Healthcare for all citizens should be a fundamental right. How
ever, the United States is still incredibly behind on health care for all
citizens compared to healthcare provided in other industrialized coun
tries.122 Transgender individuals are often faced with discrimination
and harassment concerning their healthcare.123 Transgender women
also contract HIV at high rates due to inadequate health care and are
forty-nine times more likely than the general population to contract
HIV.124
Contributing to the factors of inadequate health care is the per
vasive discrimination experienced in the everyday lives of transgender
individuals.125 A report done in Massachusetts revealed that sixty-five
119. Parker Marie Molloy, N.C. College Security Confronts Trans Student Over Bath
room Usage, ADVOCATE (Apr. 2, 2014, 2:10 PM), http://www.advocate.com/politics/transgen
der/2014/04/02/watch-nc-college-security-confronts-trans-student-over-bathroom.
120. Parker Marie Molloy, Trans Woman Releases Bathroom-Finder App Refuge
Restrooms, ADVOCATE (Feb. 7, 2014, 6:00 AM), http://www.advocate.com/politics/transgen
der/2014/02/07/trans-woman-releases-bathroom-finder-app-refuge-restrooms.
121. Matthew Van Atta, Thai School Introduces Transgender Bathroom, ADVOCATE
(June 19, 2008, 12:00 AM), http://www.advocate.com/news/2008/06/19/thai-school-introdu
ces-transgender-bath room.
122. The Commonwealth Fund, U.S. Ranks Last Among Seven Countries on Health Sys
tem Performance Based on Measures of Quality, Efficiency, Access, Equity, and Healthy
Lives, THE COMMONWEALTH FUND (June 23, 2010), http://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/press-releases/2010/jun/us-ranks-last-among-seven-countries.
123. Andrew Seaman, Transgender People Face Discrimination in Healthcare, REUTERS
(Mar. 13, 2015, 2:35 PM), http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/03/13/us-transgender-healthcare-discrimination-idUSKBN0M928B20150313#XIh0USryZuWCjpcg.97.
124. Dawn Ennis, Discrimination to Blame for High HTV Rates, Poor Health Care for
Trans People, ADVOCATE (July 28, 2015, 8:04 PM), http://www.advocate.com/transgender/
2015/07/28/study-discrimination-blame-high-hiv-rates-poor-health-care-trans-people.
125. Parker Marie Molloy, Discrimination, Harassment Harms Transgender Health, AD
VOCATE (July 28, 2014, 10:09 AM), http://www.advocate.com/politics/transgender/2014/07/
28/report-discrimination-harassment-harms-transgender-health.
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percent of transgender individuals have experienced some discrimina
tion in a public setting.126 Of that sample size, eighty-four percent of
transgender individuals have physical symptoms from the discrimina
tion they face and ninety-nine percent of such individuals have shown
emotional symptoms.127 Twenty-nine percent of transgender individu
als had to teach their physicians about transgender-specific health
care issues,128 while twenty- eight percent of transgender individuals
have not seen a physician at all.129
Because transgender women are often discriminated against in
hiring practices, they are often forced into sex work.1'10 By being forced
into sex work, these women do not have employment that comes with
health insurance.131 By not having health insurance and being forced
into work where the pay is meager, these women then cannot afford to
purchase health insurance by themselves.132 With the federal govern
ment refusing to identify transgender individuals as a suspect class
and by states furthering their discriminatory laws, these societal re
sponses have a discriminatory effect on transgender health which
furthers this "us" v. "them" dichotomy established by the dominate cisgender majority.133
Transgender individuals are also regularly denied health care
from physicians.134 One of the problems stems from physicians not
having adequate education on transgender health care.135 Some trans
gender men still have some reproductive organs that are associated
with being female and may need a pap smear, but are routinely denied
by physicians.136 Some insurance firms will bar transgender individu-

126. Molloy, supra note 125.
127. Id.
128. Id.
129. Id.
130. Juliet Jacques, No Wonder Many Transsexual People End Up in Sex Work, GUARD
IAN (Aug. 25, 2010), https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2010/aug/25/transsexualpeople-sex-work.
131. Transgender Women Face Inadequate Health Care, 'Shocking' HTV Rates, NPR
(July 26, 2015, 5:13 PM), http://www.npr.org/2015/07/26/426492744/transgender-womenface-inadequate-health-care-shocking-hiv-rates.
132. Id.
133. Ennis, supra note 124.
134. Lisa Gillepsie, Transgender People Still Denied Health Services Despite Affordable
Care Act, PBS (July 23, 2015, 2:52 PM), http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/transgender
-people-still-denied-health-services-despite-affordable-care-act/.
135. Id.
136. Id.
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als from health care citing their gender identity as a "pre-existing
&
condition."137
A study has shown that when transgender women are denied
breast implants accompanied by the required hormone treatments,
they are more likely to commit suicide because these women are not
living day to day with the gender they identify with.138 In efforts to
correct this problem based on discrimination, a federal court in Minne
sota expanded President Obama's Affordable Care Act such that it now
protects transgender individuals from discriminatory practices in
ealth care.139 The case started with a transgender man who claimed
that a hospital in Minnesota, mis-gendered him and provided him in
adequate health care service based on the fact that he is a transgender
male.14" In New York, a wellness program for the LGBTQA community
started providing hormones to transitioning transgender individuals
and providing health care to those in the LGBTQA community who
would not be able to afford health care otherwise.141
On a global scale, during the World Medical Association's an
nual assembly, it was decided that individuals who have "gender
dysphoria have a right to affordable and non-discriminatory medical
prac ices.
In India, as well as in other countries, transgender com
munities are legally defined as "third gender," and are currently on the
loretront of breast cancer awareness and women health issues with re
spect to these communities.143
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VI.

HOUSING THAT IS NOT FAIR

One in five individuals who identify as transgender have been
homeless or have been evicted from their homes based on the fact that
they are transgender.144 Under current housing and discrimination
laws, the transgender community still does not have the basic right to
not be discriminated against when it comes to housing.14f> A trans
gender woman has been turned down from receiving two years of
housing from the Salvation Army based on the fact that she has not
undergone gender reassignment surgery.146 This is unacceptable be
cause it completely undermines the fact some transgender women
cannot afford reassignment surgery or have adequate medical help to
complete gender reassignment surgery because of their gender
identity.147
Some housing landlords want transgender women to produce a
driver's license with the gender that they identify with along with med
ical history signed by a doctor claiming that they have had gender
reassignment surgery.148 These policies put in place by landlords and
shelters are clearly meant to be discriminatory. The gender identity of
a tenant should not matter, because if it did they would typically re
quest of those who are cis-gender to produce a birth certificate and
license to confirm that they were born the sex that they identify as.
By asking transgender women to produce documentation that
they are, in fact, "real women" or have had sex reassignment surgery,
such discriminatory practices reinforce the never-ending cycle of homelessness the transgender community faces. There are only nineteen
states, including Washington D.C., that completely prohibit discrimi
natory practices from landlords and public homeless shelters against
the transgender community.149
144. Housing & Homelessness, NATT CTR. FOR TRANSGENDER EQUALITY, http://www
.transequality.org/issues/housing-homelessness (last visited Apr. 3, 2016).
145. Dawn Ennis, Bernie Sanders Stands Alone in Tweeting Support for Trans Housing
Rights, ADVOCATE (Oct. 1, 2015, 2:30 PM), http://www.advocate.com/election/2015/10/01/
bernie-sanders-stands-alone-tweeting-support-trans-housing-rights.
146. Trudy Ring, Trans Woman Claims Housing Discrimination by Salvation Army, AD
VOCATE (May 4, 2015, 8:59 PM), http://www.advocate.com/politics/transgender/2014/05/04/
trans-woman-claims-housing-discrimination-salvation-army.
147. Alyssa Jackson, The High Cost of Being Transgender, CNN (July 31, 2015, 11:40
AM), http://www.cnn.com/2015/07/31/health/transgender-costs-irpt/.
148. Kia Gregory, Doors Often Closed to Transgender Tenants Searching For Housing,
ALJAZEERA AMERICA (Sept. 25, 2015, 5:00 AM), http://america.aljazeera.eom/articIes/2015/9/
25/doors-often-closed-to-transgender-tenant-searching-for-housing.html.
149. Id.
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Even with the protection from nineteen states and Washington
D.C., such protections are insufficient, if not enacted and enforced at
the federal level.150 There should be revisions in the Fair Housing Act
to include gender identity. Not specifying sexual orientation or sexual
identity sustains these discriminatory practices.151 The absence of
these legal protections is the reason why forty percent of twenty mil
lion LGBTQA youth are homeless.152
Georgia's senate has recently passed a bill which would make it
legal to allow religious groups to refuse to "rent, lease, or otherwise
grant permission for property to be used by another person for an event
which is objectionable to such religious organization."153 Large compa
nies are putting pressure on Georgia's governor to completely veto the
discriminatory bill.154 Disney, one of the biggest corporations behind
this protest, has threatened to pull projects from filming in Georgia if
the governor did not veto the bill.155 Georgia's governor, Nathan Deal,
has stated "he would reject any bill that 'allows discrimination in our
state in order to protect people of faith.'"156 The governor had until
May, 3rd to veto or sign the bill.157
The United States judicial system owes it not only to the transgender community, but also the entire LGBTQA community to include
them in the Fair Housing Act to reduce the state of homelessness. Ad
ditional to identifying the transgender community as a suspect class
relative to equal protection and due process. There should not be states
still trying to pass anti-LGBTQA legislation when it comes to housing
or renting property. By denying the transgender community their sta
tus as a suspect class and thereby insinuating that they have not faced
any type of discrimination is completely absurd and transphobic.158
150. Gregory, supra note 149.
151. Ending Housing Discrimination Against Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender Indi
viduals and Their Families, HUD.GOV, http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_
offices/fair_housing_equal_opp/LGBT_Housing_Discrimination (last visited Apr. 3, 2016).
152. Housing & Homelessness, supra note 144.
153. Alexander C. Kaufman, Salesforce CEO Is Going to War in Georgia Over New AntiLGBT Bill, HUFFPOST (Feb. 26, 2016, 6:11 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/georgia-anti-lgbt-law_us_56d0b990e4b03260bf76d2d8.
154. Id.
155. Curtis M. Wong, Disney Threatens Bad News for Georgia If State Adopts AntiLGBT Bill, HUFFPOST (Mar. 3, 2016, 4:38 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/disneymarvel-lgbt-law_us_56f2d6c4e4b0c3ef521795e 1.
156. Casey Williams, Hundreds of Companies Join Forces Against Anti-LGBT Bill In
Georgia, HUFFPOST (Mar. 3. 2016, 3:22 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/companies-opposed-to-georgia-anti-lgbt-bill_us_56d73480e4b0871f60ed8d3b.
157. Id.
158. The issue with not making LGBTQA has overwhelmingly been linked to "morality"
in the Supreme Court cases dealing with homosexuality.
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CONCLUSION

To completely ignore that transgender women face a heightened
level of police brutality and sexism, because of the.r gender .denUty^s
a complete disservice to the transgender community.
The^Uwted
States' judicial system needs to take responsibility for the fact that
they are failing these women daily by denying them their basic rights.
It is also the responsibility of society not to just care about the
transgender community only when it comes to Caitlyn Jenner and Laverne Cox.160 We need to realize that celebrities are anomalies, and
that some transgender women are not only divided by the sexism es
tablished by this patriarchal society, but also have to deal with
classism and systematic racism. By finally accepting the gender pro
nouns used by Olympian runner Caitlyn Jenner and actress Laverne
Cox, society and the United States'judicial system may finally be able
to see the humanity in transgender women and make the ttT
in
161
LGBTQA un-silent.
159. Julie Compton, Is Transmisogyny Killing Transgender Women', NBC NEWS (Aug.
25, 2015, 11:56 PM), h t t p ://www.nbcnews.com/news/nbc-out/transmisogyny-killing-transgender-women-n415286.
.
160. Meaning that the only time the major American news corporations talk abou
transgender women is when it has to do with entertainers and not the realities that trans
gender women are facing because of the American judicial system.
161. Some Transgender women use the pronouns she/her and they/them when referenc
ing themselves. Some transgender women still use the he/him pronouns.

